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How to Build a Perfect Bond with Your Children 
  
Childhood is a delicate stage and it is very important that parents understand their children well 
and make them feel wanted and loved. Raising children is not only about providing good food, 
clothing, and education but it is also about taking care of a child's emotional needs. A child goes 
through a lot of emotional and physical changes when growing up. Parenting is not easy and 
involves a lot of stress too. In today’s busy lifestyle, parents are unable to devote adequate time 
for kids.  As a result of this, they feel neglected and the chances of them getting into bad 
company and bad habits increase manifolds.  
 
Consciously or unconsciously many parents and caregivers maltreat their children without 
realizing that their actions can lead to permanent scars on the children's mind. It has been 
observed that children with emotional and psychological problems or with personality disorders 
were not treated well during childhood. This article discusses some tips that can help you develop 
a great bonding with your kids. 
 
Talk to your children: Most problems arise when children are unable to communicate their 
problems or share their feelings with their parents. Parents must ensure that the environment at 
home is friendly and relaxed. Children must get a chance to communicate openly and parents 
must help them find a solution to their problems. Build a trust relationship with your child so that 
the child can confide in you.  Unless you are patient and understand your child’s emotional make 
up, you won’t be able to connect with them. 
 
Spend time with them: Spend quality time with your children-- help them with homework, cook 
special meals on special occasion, give them surprises, and do other similar things to express 
your love and care. If possible, you must go out for a holiday or weekend picnics. This will not 
only create beautiful memories but will also help children and parents understand each other in a 
better way.  
 
Be like a friend and handle them with care: It is very important that you enjoy being with your 
children and behave in a friendly way. Being over strict in order to discipline your children is also 
not a good idea. In case you are unhappy about anything that your child did, explain them with a 
reason. Tell them about the bad consequences and give them a chance to evaluate what is more 
appropriate for them. Encourage and praise them whenever they do anything commendable. 
Give them a chance to learn from their mistakes. Also, be patient with them and make sure you 
are a good listener. 
 
Be informed and aware: It is very important to be aware of various child problems. Unless you 
are aware, you won’t be able to help them. Also, it is a good idea to read parenting books and 
even taking parenting classes as these will help you become a good parent by guiding you about 
how to deal with children at various phases of life.  Make sure you are aware of what is going on 
in your child’s life and get acquainted with your child’s friends. For example, if your child loses 
interest in school or studies find out if he is being bullied at school. This will help you safeguard 
your child and also keep them away from bad company or influences.   
 
 
 


